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Box 1:

ACACIA

California chapter, 1957-65
Cornell chapter, 1941, 1957, 1968
Geographical Directories, 1968
Historical, 1963-70
Illinois Alumni Chapter - correspondence, 1972
Illinois chapter - directories and programs, 1950-70
Illinois Wesleyan chapter, 1969-70
Journal articles - clippings, 1921
Kansas chapter, 1956, 1963-64
Michigan chapter, 1934
Northwestern chapter, 1970
Organizational Guidelines, 1947
Purdue chapter, 1968
Pythagorean: Acacia Fraternity Chapter Bulletin, 1965
Rushing Manual, 1940
Spirit of Excellence, Chapter Standards Program, 1984
“Sweetheart of Acacia” sheet music, 1925
Triad articles - clippings, 1966

Box 2:

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

The Alpha Chi Omega Experience, Booklet For Parents, n.d.
California chapter - 60th Anniversary Celebration, 1969
Historical information, 1962-66
Illinois chapter - Iota Lyre, 1934-37
Michigan chapter - Tales of Theta, 1941
Northwestern chapter - Notes from the Lyre, 1934-35, 1965
Oregon chapter - Alpha Kappa Lyre, 1965
Wisconsin chapter - 152 Lendon Street, 1939-40

ALPHA CHI RHO

California chapter - rushing brochure, ca. 1966
Farleigh Dickinson chapter - correspondence, 1985-92
History, 1969, 1972
Illinois chapter - directory, 1966
Illinois chapter - evaluation, 1992
Illinois chapter - rush materials, 1952-56
Purdue chapter - correspondence, 1963
Purdue chapter - White House Journal, 1966
Scholarship Manual, n.d.
Song Books, 1972
Wisconsin chapter - The FI YO, 1939

Box 3:

ALPHA CHI SIGMA

"Alpha Chi Sigma Toast," c. 1914
California chapter - The Bear, 1927
Cornell chapter - brochure, 1963
Cornell chapter - Tau Topics, 1926-36, 1938, 1940, 1941, 1943, 1947-53
Harvard chapter - The Omnichronicle, 1931-34
Illinois chapter - WWW page, 1995
M.I.T. chapter - Aztec, 1934
Minnesota chapter (see Publications)
Missouri (Columbia) chapter - Delta Dope, 1932-33
National WWW page, 1995
Penn State chapter - The Nus, 1932-34, 1936-38
Philadelphia Pharmacy chapter - Alpha Iodate, 1935
Wisconsin chapter - Alpha Letter, 1935

ALPHA DELTA GAMMA

Alumni Newsletter, ca. 1970
History, 1924-64, 1969
Clippings, 1952

ALPHA DELTA PHI

Alpha Delta Phi journal articles - clippings, 1970-71
California chapter, 1941-71
Chicago area chapters - directory, 1937-38
Harvard chapter, 1946
History, 1907, 1963-71
Illinois chapter, 1930-36, 1940, 1952-72

Box 4:
Illinois chapter- Pledge Education Manual, 1993
Miami University of Ohio - Address to Chapter, 1836, 1968
Michigan chapter, 1933-66
Midwest Association (Chicago) - directory, 1940
Northwestern chapter, 1939, 1940, c. 1967
Stanford chapter - The Alpha Delt, 1940-41
Stanford chapter - directory, 1941
Wisconsin chapter, 1934-39
Yale chapter, 1946

ALPHA DELTA PI

Aldelphean articles - clippings, 1958, 1969, 1972
History, 1967-69
Illinois chapter - directory, 1968

Box 5:
Illinois chapter - Sigma Star, 1993
Illinois chapter - Sigmagram, 1926
Pledge Book, 1937
Southern Methodist University chapter - Diamond Points, 1948

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA

Clippings, 1952

ALPHA EPSILON PHI

History, 1968
Alcohol Awareness Brochure, 1990

ALPHA EPSILON PI

Delaware chapter, 1970
Directory, 1933
History, 1963, 1966
Illinois - 75th Anniversary Program, 1996
Illinois, Chicago - History, 1969
Ohio State chapter, 1970
Seal, n.d.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

Alpha Gamma Delta Quarterly articles - clippings, 1947, 1969-71
The Columns (foundation newsletter), 1994
History, 1965-72
Illinois chapter - membership directory, 1964
Indiana chapter - Beta Delta Bulletin, 1961
Indiana chapter - directory, 1962

ALPHA GAMMA RHO

AGR News, 1992
Brochure, n.d.
Cornell chapter, 1958-59
Educational Foundation brochure, n.d.
History, 1971-72
Illinois chapter, 1930-31, 1938, 1969
    Alpha Crescent, 1994
Maryland chapter, 1971
    Correspondence, 1964
Ohio State Chapter, 1959, 1969
Purdue chapter - membership directory, 1968
Quotes from famous members, 1987

Box 6:
Scholarship, 1941
Scholarship Handbook, n.d.
Seal, n.d.
Sickle and Sheaf articles - clippings, 1969-72

ALPHA GAMMA SIGMA

Missouri chapter, 1964

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA

Cross reference to AS1 0-14
ALPHA KAPPA KAPPA

Convention report, 1901

ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA

History, 1968
Illinois chapter, 1962
Kansas chapter, 1963-65
Logos articles - clippings, 1969
Placement Service, 1966
Public Relations Kit, 1967

ALPHA KAPPA PI

Directory, The Alpha of Alpha Kappa Pi, 1933

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

Alumni News, 1954; 1961-63
Alumni chapter financial support project Sparks and Howe Correspondence, 1964
Diary articles - clippings, 1962-63
Professional Fraternity Association history, directory, and first annual convention program, 1978-79
Promotional material, 1964
Reading list, 1953

ALPHA OMICRON PI

Denison University, Alpha Tau chapter, 1955-68
Foundation News, 1992, 1994
Northwestern, Rho chapter, 1933-35, 1963

Box 7:

Publicity Handbook, n.d.
Song Book, n.d.

ALPHA PHI

Alpha Phis in Illinois, 1957, 1960
History, 1969-70
Illinois chapter - 50th anniversary, 1972
Panhellenic Members, 1996
Iowa, 1970
Missouri chapter - rush booklet, 1960
Northwestern chapter - Alpha Phi Herald, 1931-35
Northwestern chapter - Beta Data, 1967
Oregon chapter - Tau Topics, 1965-66
Quarterly articles - clippings, 1960-61; 1968; 1970-72
Transitions, 2007
Wisconsin chapter, 1939
International: Collegiate Chapter Operations Manual, 1979
International: House Board Manual, 1982
International: House Resident Director’s Manual, 1977
International: Treasure’s Notebook, 1976-77

ALPHA PHI ALPHA

Depaul University - Constitution, n.d.
Statement Concerning Hazing, n.d.

ALPHA PHI DELTA

Kleos articles - clippings, 1970

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

National
Brochures, news clippings, n.d., 1971
Conventions - Programs, 1940, 1946, 1948, 1960
General Conference Session, 1975
The Lightbearer, 1932, 1980

Box 8:
"Service Hotline," Annual Chapter Program and Review, Awards and Recognitions, Catalogue, Capitol Campaign, 1986
Torch and Trefoil - National Convention News, 1961

Chapters
Drexel Institute of Technology - Dragon Tales, 1968
California, Santa Barbara - PSI Line, 1968
Cal State - "Wizard of Oz", 1973
Central Missouri State College - newsletter, 1968, n.d.
Houston - Delta Omega News, 1968
Illinois State - "The Epsiloni", 1973
MIT - APOcrypha, 1971-72, 1979
Miami (Florida) - "Watchword", 1965
Michigan State - newsletter, 1965
Newark College of Engineering - "The Caboose", 1968-69
Purdue - "The Rag", 1966-68
"The Gavel", 1967
Region IV Newsletter, 1986
St. Thomas College - newsletter, ca. 1969
Syracuse Univ. - newsletter, 1971
Tennessee Tech - Alumni newsletter, 1973
Texas A&I - "The Delta I", 1968
Texas - "Arapout", 1966-71, 1979
Wisconsin - newsletter, 1968

ALPHA RHO CHI

Directory, 1951
Secret Ritual, 1963

ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA

History, 1967

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

California chapter, c. 1965
Cornell chapter, c. 1963
Cornell chapter - Iota Sig, 1939-43
Foundation for Excellence, undated

Box 9:

History, 1962, 1969-70
Illinois chapter - List of Signatures to the Constitution, 1908-1969
Illinois chapter - membership directory, 1964
Illinois chapter - Playbuoy, ca. 1962
Illinois chapter - pledge education program, 1994
Illinois chapter - rushing brochure, 1957
Michigan chapter, 1952
Michigan chapter - directory, 1960
Michigan chapter - Theta Wolverine, 1964
Old Gal Gazette, 1988-93
Position Statements, 1990
Press Release regarding Grand Council, c. 1991
Public Relations Manual, 1950
Purdue chapter - Grapevine, 1964
Road to Success Workbook, n.d.

Box 10:
Scholarship Committee, 1952
Third Founding Campaign booklet, c. 1990

ALPHA SIGMA TAU
Anchor article, 1961
Newsletter and brochure, 1961, 1996

ALPHA TAU ALPHA
Alpha Tau Alphan (newsletter), 1936-37

ALPHA TAU DELTA
Brochure and Convention Program, 1968

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
ATO Leader, 1992-98, 2000-01
Resolution on Little Sister, 1989
ATO Results, 1995
Alabama chapter - ATO Link, 1971
Ball State - Theta Alpha chapter - ATO Input, 1976
Big Brother Programs from various chapters, 1961
California chapter, 1963-65
California chapter - Bear Facts, 1941, 1960-65
Cornell chapter, 1940, 1970
Culver-Stockton chapter, 1971
Forty-seventh Congress- The Palm Junior, 1964
Founder's Day material, 1966-70
Georgia chapter - Alpha Beta Newsletter, 1971
Gettysburg chapter - award to C.L.S. Raby, 1960
History, 1970
Illinois chapter, 1941, 1961-66
Illinois chapter - Gamma Zeta Quarterly, 1916
Illinois chapter - Gamma Zeta Centennial Celebration, 1995
Indiana chapter - Delta Alpha Tribune, 1949
Kansas chapter - brochures and programs, 1951, 1963-64
Kansas chapter - directory, 1960
Kansas chapter - Jayhawk News, 1963-65
Kansas chapter - rush material, 1964
Kansas State chapter - The Vantage, c. 1965
Kansas State chapter - directory, 1965
Kansas State chapter - rush material, 1964

Box 11:
Leadership Conference, 1969
Lehigh Chapter, c. 1939
Lexington Triad meeting - article, program, Virginia Military Institute brochure, 1983
Memorabilia - metal trays
Michigan State chapter - Alpha Tau Omega membership portraits, 1967 (Box O2)
Michigan chapter, 1939-49
Michigan chapter - Beta Lambda Wolverine, 1934, 1939, 1941, 1964
Michigan chapter - membership portraits, 1967 (Box 0-2)
Northwestern chapter, c. 1959
Northwestern chapter - Alpha Talk, 1965-66
Ohio State chapter - house seal (metal and wood), n.d. (Box 0-4)
Ohio State chapter - Tau Topics, 1963-65, 1968
Ohio Wesleyan chapter, 1963-65
Ohio Wesleyan chapter - ATO Story at Ohio Wesleyan (brochure), 1960
Ohio Wesleyan chapter - The Tower (alumni newsletter), 1960-68
Palm articles - clippings, 1960-61, 1966, 1968-72
Prominent members, 1966-71
Public Relations, 1960
Purdue chapter, 1944-64

Box 12:
Purdue chapter - Alpha Tau Bugle, 1942
Purdue chapter - Bugle, 1964-71
Purdue chapter - directory, 1967, 1971
Rush material, 1969
Scholarship handbook, 1980
Stanford chapter, 1941
Vocational Program
Wisconsin chapter, 1934
Wisconsin chapter - Gamma Tau News, 1934, 1942

ALPHA XI DELTA

Diamond Jubilee, 1968
Foundation Newsletter, 1992, 1995
History, 1966
Illinois chapter - new membership pilot program, 1994
Magazine clippings, 1960
Purdue Chapter, 1963
Purdue chapter - Quill Castle, 1963-65

ALPHA ZETA

Kansas State College chapter - Annual newsletter, 1942
Illinois chapter - membership book, c. 1941
Louisiana State University chapter - Annual newsletter, 1942

AMERICAN COMMONS CLUB

Crest - made of leather, n.d.
History, Songs, 1970
Magazine, 1961

BETA SIGMA PSI

History, 1966

BETA SIGMA RHO

History, 1970

BETA THETA PI

Alumni Association Manual, 1979
Brochure - "Beta Theta Pi and Alcohol", 1983
California chapter, 1959-65
California chapter - Omega News, 1959-65
Columbia chapter, 1969
Convention reports, 1885-86
Cornell chapter, 1957, 1969
Cornell chapter - directory, 1955
Dartmouth chapter - history, 1968
Denison chapter - history, 1968-69 (see Publications)

Box 13:

Georgia Tech chapter - The Dragon's Tale, 1971
General Convention, 1996
Hampden-Sydney, 1969
Hanover - Iota Rock Newsletter, 1964-66
History, 1939, 1966-67, 1971
Illinois chapter - programs and brochures, 1937, 1948, 1960
Illinois chapter-rush material, 1957
Indiana chapter - brochure, 1961
Iowa State chapter, 1966-67
Iowa chapter, 1967
Lehigh chapter - Beta Chi News, 1939
Michigan chapter - brochures, 1939-54, 1968
Michigan chapter - history (see Publications)
Michigan chapter - Lambda News, 1930-54
Missouri chapter - newsletters, 1912; 1965
Missouri chapter - brochures, 1960-61
Missouri chapter - directory, 1960
Missouri chapter - history, 1965, 1972

Box 14:

Northwestern chapter - brochures, 1913, 1931, 1959
Ohio State chapter - Theta Delta Dragon, 1934, 1940, 1951-54, 1960
Ohio State chapter - brochures and issuances, 1939, 1955, undated
Ohio State chapter - directories, 1950, 1961
Ohio Wesleyan chapter - Theta Data, 1964-65
Ohio Wesleyan chapter - directories, 1958; 1967
Oklahoma chapter - brochure, 1962
Oregon chapter - Beta Rose, 1964-67
Oregon chapter - directory, 1965
Oregon State chapter - Gamma Muse, 1964-65
Oregon State chapter - True and Constant, 1964 (see Publications)
Oregon State chapter - directory, 1968
Purdue chapter - Beta Mu Link, 1934, 1965
Purdue chapter - directory, 1966; 1972
Purdue chapter - minutes, annual meeting, 1963
Purdue chapter - report - fund-raising campaign prepared by Stewart Howe
   Alumni Association, n.d.
Purdue chapter - rush book, 1962
Stanford chapter, 1941
Syracuse chapter, 1965
Wabash chapter - published history, 1971
Western Reserve chapter - article, n.d.
Westminster chapter - brochure, 1961
Westminster chapter - directory, 1961
Wisconsin chapter - Alpha Pilot, 1939-42
Wisconsin chapter - directory, 1939

Box 15:

CHI BETA

Illinois chapter - directory, 1939

CHI OMEGA

Articles, 1920, 1970-72
Cornell chapter, 1949
Illinois chapter - Omicron Owl, 1930-36, 1965
Illinois chapter - directory, 1968
Indiana chapter - Theta Beta of Chi Omega, 1922-1972
Indiana chapter - history, 1922-72
Mary Love Collins Memorial, 1972
Michigan chapter - Eta Cardinal, 1938-41
Missouri chapter - Owl Talk, 1965-66
Northwestern chapter - Xi Foam, 1931-35, 1951, 1968
Ohio State chapter - Zeta Alpha, 1941 Pledge training, n.d.
Purdue chapter - Chi Beta Babble, 1956, 1963
Seal
Song, 1906 (see SM-1)
Wisconsin chapter - Nu News, 1933-34, 1937, 1939, 1941
Wisconsin chapter - directory, 1940

Box 16:

CHI PHI

Alumni newsletter, correspondence, 1971, 1999
California chapter - Lambda Letter, 1963-64
California chapter - rush brochure
Chakett - clippings, 1968, 1970-71
Cornell chapter - directory, 1957
Cornell chapter - fund drive, 1948
Hampden-Sydney, 1966
History (Wilson Heller), 1966
Illinois chapter - Herman Krannert, 1972
Illinois chapter - bylaws
Illinois chapter - directory, 1949
Illinois chapter - newsletter (see Publications)
Illinois chapter - rush booklet, 1956
Indiana chapter - Frangipana, 1959-62
Lafayette chapter, ca. 1941
Lehigh chapter, 1939-41
Lehigh chapter - The Briarfield, 1941
Michigan chapter - Alpha Tau Chimes, 1931, 1942-50
Ohio State chapter - Iotan, 1939
Ohio State chapter - rush brochures, 1949, 1964
Ohio Wesleyan - Acorn, 1952, 1963
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute - newsletter (see Publications)
Ritual Book, 1958
Rush and scholarship brochures, 1948
Seals (4) (see OS-4)
Songs, 1903

CHI PSI

Brochures, 1958-60
Chicago chapter - The Progress, 1931-35
Cornell chapter, 1970
Illinois chapter - Zeta Delta Herald, 1932-1942

Box 17:
Illinois chapter - rush manuals, 1960-62
Lehigh chapter, 1941
Michigan chapter, 1934, 1939, 1941
Northwestern chapter, 1959
Progress Report, 1967
Wisconsin chapter, 1939-40
Purple and Gold Bulletin, 2002

COLLEGIATE SOROSIS (University of Michigan)

Correspondence, photographs, and mailings, 1948-52
Directory, 1942, 1948, 1953
History, 1936

DELTA CHI

Brochure, n.d.
California chapter, 1959-65
Due Process/Investigative Procedures, c. 1992
Good News, 1994
Historical material, 1968-71
Illinois chapter, ca. 1960
In Brief, 1992-97

Box 18:
Indiana chapter, 1967, 1972
Indiana chapter - Delta Chi Link, 1963, 1965
Indiana chapter - directory, 1962
Kansas chapter - Kansas Leges, 1962-64
Ohio State chapter, 1939
Oklahoma State chapter, 1960-61
Quarterly articles, 1967, 1969-72
Songs, 1912

DELTA DELTA DELTA

Advisory Committee Manual, 1999
DePauw chapter - Alpha Delta Review, 1939
Illinois chapter - Tri-Delt Leaves, 1938, 1965
Michigan chapter - Iota Yodler, 1925
Northwestern chapter - The North Star, 1932-35
Ohio State chapter - The New News, 1939
Trident articles, 1959-61; 1965

DELTAS GAMMA

Anchora articles, 1959-61, 1966
Brochure, ca. 1992
Delta Gamma Foundation
Delta Gamma Foundation report, 1992-93, 2007-08
Historical information, 1962, 1971-72
Illinois chapter - Iota Anchor, 1962
Iowa chapter, c. 1964
Northwestern chapter - Sigma News, 1931-35, 1965
Publication Policy, 1972
Public relations brochure, 1952
“Touch Tomorrow: A Project for the 90s,” c. 1990s
Wisconsin chapter - Omega Log, 1939, 1941

DELTAS KAPPA EPSILON

British Columbia chapter - Phi Alpha Reports, 1972
California chapter, 1964

Box 19:

California chapter - Theta Zeta News, 1961-65
Convention with Theta (Bowdoin) Chapter, 1858
Cornell chapter - directory, 1950
Dartmouth chapter - The Log of Pi, 1934
DePauw chapter - Psi Phi Alumni News, 1964-67
Deke Quarterly articles, 1969-70
Historical information, 1937, 1968, 1970
Illinois chapter, 1969-71
Illinois chapter - directory, 1948, 1960
Illinois chapter - 50 Years of Deke at Illinois (1954)
Michigan chapter, ca. 1944, 1955
Michigan chapter - directory, 1940
Michigan chapter - The News of the Omicron, 1931-56
Northwestern chapter, 1970
Stanford chapter, 1941
Stanford chapter - Sigma Rho Zephyr, 1941
Yale chapter, 1971

DELTA KAPPA GAMMA

Epsilon chapter newsletter, 1964
Louisiana chapter - Louisiana Deltion newsletter, 1966
Louisiana chapter - personal growth leaflet no. 161, n.d.
Louisiana chapter - programs and yearbooks, 1937-42, 1944-63
Program Manual, 1963-67
Tennessee chapter - Xi State News, 1988
Tenth annual meeting program, 1943

DELTA MU DELTA

Newsletter, 1990-91

DELTA PHI

Cornell chapter, 1942-55
The Delta Phi Record (facsimile), January 1994
Historical information, 1971
Illinois chapter, 1972
Illinois chapter rush info, 1950s
Illinois chapter - directory, 1967
Union, New York chapter - directory, 1935

DELTA PHI EPSILON

History, 1967

DELTA PSI

Historical information, 1969-70

Box 20:

DELTA SIGMA

Constitution, 1932
Star and Circle (Alumnae Club newsletter), 1970-89

DELTA SIGMA DELTA

Historical information, 1970
Ohio State chapter, 1965

DELTA SIGMA PHI

Article regarding famous alums, 1971
California chapter, 1960-65, 1970
Carnation articles, 1970-72
Executive Offices Dedication, 1969
History, 1971
Illinois chapter, 1948, 1958-70
Kansas chapter, 1964
Kansas chapter - phonograph recording, 1964
Newsletter - From All Angles, 1993
Pennsylvania State chapter, 1937

DELTA SIGMA PI

Arizona State chapter - newsletter, 1984
Chicago Alumni chapter - newsletter, 1984
The Deltasig, 1939
Ferris State College chapter - newsletter, 1984
Headquarters Expansion, 1970-71
Howard University chapter - newsletter, 1984
Iowa chapter (?) - newsletter, c. 1983
Marquette University chapter - newsletter, 1983
University of North Carolina chapter - newsletter, 1984
Northeast Missouri State chapter - newsletter, 1984
Northwestern chapter - photograph, "First Smoker" student organization, School of Commerce, 1911 (includes founding members of Beta Chapter of Delta Sigma Pi)
Northwestern chapter, 1952

Box 21:

Northwestern chapter - The First Quarter Century, 1914-1939
San Diego State chapter-newsletter, 1984
University of Southern Mississippi chapter - newsletter, 1984
SUNY Albany chapter - newsletter, 1984
Survey of Colleges Offering Commerce & Business Administration, 1964, 1978
DELTA SIGMA THETA

Newscipping, n.d.
Illinois chapter - Delta Week Flyer, 1996
Kansas State chapter, 1971

DELTA Tau DELTA

Albion chapter, 1955
Albion chapter - The Epsilon Delt, 1955
“Alcohol, Accountability, and You,” n.d.
California chapter, 1941, 1960, 1965-66
California chapter - Beta Omega Growl, 1939-42, 1960-65
Carnegie Institute of Technology chapter - directory, 1941
Carnegie Institute of Technology chapter - The Plaid Delt, 1941-42
The Charge, 1997-98
Chapter Leadership Monthly, 1993
Chapter Management Monthly, 1992-93
Chicago Alumni Chapter Directory, 1948
Colorado chapter, 1967
Cornell chapter, 1961-65, 1967
Cornell chapter - The Cordelt, 1959-65
Cornell chapter - directory, 1957
Delta Today, 1970
“The Difference is Clear,” n.d.
Historical information, 1966
Illinois chapter, 1952-62
Illinois chapter - directory, 1934, 1950
Invitation, 1995

Box 22:

Kansas chapter - The Shelter, 1965
Lehigh chapter - The Beta Lambda, 1938, 1941
Log Book, 1957-58
Michigan State chapter, 1966
Michigan chapter, 1931
Michigan chapter - directory, 1946
Michigan chapter - The Wolverine Delt, 1932-43
Northwestern chapter - Beta Pi Dynamo, 1931-42, 1966
Northwestern chapter - Beta Pi Annual, 1916
Northwestern chapter - directory, 1951, 1959
Ohio State chapter, ca. 1949
Ohio State chapter - Beta Phi Crier, 1938, 1942, 1961
Ohio State chapter - The First Ninety Years (1952)
Ohio University chapter, 1958-60
Ohio University chapter - directory, 1961
Ohio Wesleyan chapter, 1962, 1967-68
Ohio Wesleyan chapter - directory, 1963-68
Ohio Wesleyan chapter - Mu Murmurs, 1963-68
Oregon chapter, 1964
Oregon chapter - Gamma Rho-Ars, 1964, 1966
Oregon State chapter, 1969
Oregon State chapter - Deltometer, 1966-68
Oregon State chapter - directory, 1966
Pennsylvania chapter, 1967
Pennsylvania State chapter - directory, 1996
Pennsylvania State chapter- Tau Tales, 1997
Pittsburgh chapter - The Panther Delt, 1941-42

Box 23:

Purdue chapter, 1971
Purdue chapter - The Gamma Lambda, 1932-35
Purdue chapter - The Gamma Lambda Gazette, 1966
The Purpose of Delta Tau Delta by Alvin E. Duerr, reprint, c. 1947
Rainbow articles, 1965-72
Resources and supplies guide, 1992
Seals (see O-4)
Stanford chapter, 1941
Stanford chapter - The Stanford Delt, 1940-42
Visions, 1992
Westminster chapter, 1961
Wisconsin chapter, 1934
"What's a Chapter Retreat?", n.d.
Wisconsin chapter - The Beta Gamma Alarm, 1933-36

DELTA UPSILON

Booklets, brochures, program guides, 1935-72
California chapter, 1970
California chapter - The Bear Upsilon, 1941, 1962, 1964-65
Carnegie Institute chapter, 1940
Chicago chapter - directory, 1958
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 24:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois chapter - The Duline, 1930-37, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois chapter - Pledge Manual, 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana chapter, 1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana chapter - The Wrangler, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas State chapter, 1964-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette chapter - The Spur, 1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lehigh chapter - directory, 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lehigh chapter - The White House, 1938-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville chapter, 1962-63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami chapter - Open Visor, 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan chapter, 1917, 1939-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan chapter - directories, 1936, 1949-66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan chapter - photograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri chapter, ca. 1954, 1963-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri chapter - directory 1957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 25:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Dues Program, 1964-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National and International, 1955, 1965-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern chapter - alumni mailing list, 1971 (Box O-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern chapter - photograph, c. 1940 (Box O-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State chapter - brochures and mailings, 1942-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State chapter - The Carnation, 1934-35, 1937, 1950-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State chapter - directory, 1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon State chapter - Delta U Beaver, 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue chapter, 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue chapter - directory, 1939, 1946, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly articles, 1961-72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stanford chapter, c. 1940  
Washington and Lee chapter, 1956  
Wisconsin chapter, 1960  
Wisconsin chapter - directory, 1955

Box 26:

DELTA ZETA

Anti-hazing & Alcohol Awareness brochure, n.d.  
Bank card brochure, n.d.  
Chapter ratings, 1966  
Illinois chapter - Membership directory, 1993  
National Historical Museum & Headquarters booklet, 1995

FARMHOUSE

Alumni Relations Manual, 1983  
Auburn chapter - Junior brother program, n.d.  
Brochure, c. 1990s  
The Builder, 2002-03  
Colorado State - Booklet, n.d.  
Farmhouse Flash - newsletter, 1997  
Farmhouse Foundation, n.d.  
Farmhouse Fraternity, c. 1988-89  
History, 1968  
Illinois chapter - The Farmstead, 1964, 1993  
Illinois chapter - Farm House Life, 1921-25, 1931, 1932  
Illinois chapter - Builder of Men, 1993-94  
National Conclave, 1941,1960  
Missouri chapter, 1960-61  
Pledge and Family Luncheon, program, 1994  
Purdue chapter, 1962

4-H House

Illinois chapter - 4-H House Newsletter, 1993  
Illinois chapter - Directory, 1967  
Illinois chapter - Reunion of charter members - photograph, 1992

GAMMA ALPHA

Cornell Chapter-Pre-Cornell and Early Cornell Xi (History), 1965
GAMMA ALPHA CHI

Directory (1964-65)

GAMMA PHI BETA

Challenger, 1994
Chicago and Evanston chapter - Crescent Chatter, 1932-35
Crescent articles, 1968-69
Crescent Communique, 1994
History, 1967, 1970
Illinois chapter - Easter Parade, 1952
Illinois - Issuances, agendas, house corporation, 1994
Illinois chapter - Omicron News, 1930-36
Illinois chapter - The Moonbeam, 1994
Issuances, 1994-95
Kansas State chapter, 1965
Michigan chapter, 1939
Michigan chapter - Beta Banter, 1940, 1966
Michigan chapter - directory, 1964

Box 27:

KAPPA ALPHA ORDER

Birmingham-Southern chapter, 1971
California chapter, 1968
Clippings and Brochures, 1959, 1966, 1969-72
Convention program and scholarship fund, 1955
Cornell chapter, 1968
History, 2003
Missouri chapter - brochure, n.d.
Sesquicentennial Celebration and Convention, 2015

KAPPA ALPHA PSI

Membership Intake and Orientation Program, 1990

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

Clippings, 1960-61, 1967-68
Cornell chapter - newsletter, 1924-26, 1928-36, 1938-44
DePauw chapter - Alpha Times, 1934-39
DePauw chapter - history and centennial celebration, 1970
History, 1970
Housemothers Handbook, 1963
Illinois chapter - alumni newsletter, 1914
Illinois chapter - building brochure, 1963
Illinois State alumni - newsletter, 1938, 1941
Indiana chapter - Kite Tales, 1969-71, 1985-86 Iowa chapter - brochure, n.d. and Kite Tales, 1985-87
Kansas State chapter, n.d.
Kappa Alpha Theta Foundation, 1970
Keychain, c.1995
Northwestern chapter - Tau Talk, 1931-42 and Centennial History, 1887-1987
Ohio State chapter - The Twin Stars of Alpha Gamma, 1939
Oregon chapter - Alpha Xi Kite, 1965
Pennsylvania State chapter - Beta Phife, 1936-39
Purdue chapter - Purdue Kite, 1941

Box 28:
Scholarship Handbook, c. 1963
Stanford chapter - From Phi, 1941-42
Theta Today, 1994-95 Wisconsin chapter - n.d.
Wisconsin chapter - Tale of Psi's Kite, 1934-42
Wisconsin chapter - directory, 1941

KAPPA DELTA

Angelos clippings
Kappa Delta Monthly Planner, 2001-02.
Illinois chapter - Sigma Omicron News, 1937-41
Northwestern chapter - Lambda Lantern, 1933
Northwestern chapter - brochure, 1965
Ohio State chapter - songbook, 1969

KAPPA DELTA PI

Constitution and By-Laws, 1936

KAPPA DELTA RHO

Clippings, 1960, 1969
Illinois chapter - The Eta Survey, 1931-33
Indiana chapter - Nu News, 1961-65, 1967-68
Position Statements, 1987
Purdue chapter, 1962
Purdue chapter - Theta Data, 1967
Rush info, 1957

KAPPA EPSILON

Brochure

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Clippings, 1960, 1970
Cornell chapter - Psi Times, 1941
DePauw chapter - Keyhole, 1939
The Fleur-de-Lis newsletter, 1938-39
Foundation Newsletter, 1994
Historical information, 1967, 1969-70
The Hoot, 1928-94 (2 folders)
The Hootlet, 1928; 1936-92 (incomplete)

Box 29:

Long Range Planning Committee, 1985 (2 folders)
Pledge Manual (1944, 1963-64)
Purdue chapter - Gamma Delt News, 1964-65
Wisconsin chapter, 1941
Wisconsin chapter - Eta Echoes, 1939-40

KAPPA SIGMA

Accounting Manual
Alcohol Awareness brochure, "My Brother's Keeper," 1988
Alumni Rush, n.d.
Alumnus Adviser Training Video, n.d.
Arkansas chapter, c. 1968
Baker chapter - The Beta Tauer, 1962
Brigadier General Clinton Pierce - clippings & photographs, 1914-17; 1945-49; 1957
Brigadier General Clinton Pierce - army hat and insignia, 1951
Box 30:

British Columbia - chapter installation banquet program, 1941
Caduceus clippings, 1920; 1961; 1972
Caduceus criticism, 1967
California chapter, 1959, 1962-63
California chapter - Beta Xi Star, 1959-65
Carnegie Institute - Kappa Sigma Greek Gossip, 1941
Carnegie Institute - rushing, 1940
Chicago chapter, 1930
Chicago chapter - Gammabatter, 1931 (see University of Wisconsin)
Clippings and correspondence on prominent members, 1941, 1958, 1965, 1972
Conclaves,
  1927 Conclave photograph
  19th Conclave, 1910
  20th Conclave, 1912
  29th-31st Conclaves, 1931-35
  32nd Conclave, 1937
  34th Conclave, 1941
  36th Conclave, 1947
  37th Conclave, 1949
  39th Conclave, 1953
  42nd Conclave, 1959
  44th Conclave, 1963

Box 31:

45th Conclave, 1965
47th Conclave, 1969
48th Conclave, 1971
51st Conclave, 1977
Conclave Crier, 1941-51
Conclave News, 1931
Conclaves - badges, clippings, photographs, programs, 1927-31
Cornell chapter, c. 1953, 1971
Creighton, 1964
Denison chapter - directory, 1956
Denison chapter - The Stimulator, 1956-66, 1969
Denver Post clipping, 1938

Box 32:
District Grand Master Update, 1985-86
Dues and funds solicitations, 1936, 1948, 1968-73, 1981
Fraternally Yours, 1992
Georgia chapter - Beta Lambda Letter, 1971
Georgia Southern chapter - funds and solicitations, 1982
Illinois chapter - 75th reunion class groupings, 1966
Illinois chapter - 75th reunion clippings, 1966
Illinois chapter - 75th reunion correspondence, 1966
Illinois chapter - 75th reunion local arrangements, 1966

Box 33:
Illinois chapter - 75th reunion clippings, correspondence, newsletters, programs, press releases, 1965-66
Illinois chapter - 75th reunion photographs, 1966
Illinois chapter - 75th reunion special requests, 1966
Illinois chapter - Alpha Gamma Chapter minutes, 1891-1902
Illinois chapter - Alpha Gamma Club correspondence, 1930-37, 1956-67
Illinois chapter - Alpha Gamma Club 50th anniversary, correspondence, 1941
Illinois chapter - Alpha Gamma Club bylaws, correspondence, financial reports, meeting reports, 1910, 1951, 1958-67, 1970
Illinois chapter - Alpha Gamma Club historical record, 1893-1900, 1927-28

Box 34:
Illinois chapter - historical information and photographs, 1890-94, 1907-18, 1927-34, 1941, 1950-51, 1959-72
Illinois chapter - Alpha Gamma Messenger subscriptions, 1945-46
Illinois chapter - Arthur H. Pixley Photograph Collection, 1891-1945

Box 35:
Illinois chapter - Fact sheets, c. 1965
Illinois chapter - Founder Robert A. Lackey, 1891-92
Illinois chapter - Howe correspondence with early members, 1928
Illinois chapter - Secretary's correspondence, 1930-37
Illinois chapter - budget and monthly statements, 1958-65
Illinois chapter - bylaws for undergraduates, 1972
Illinois chapter - expansion, 1964-66

Box 36:
Illinois chapter - expansion proposal, 1960
Illinois chapter - historical inquiries, 1948, 1955, 1960-64
Illinois chapter - house fire, clippings, 1996
Illinois chapter - house note records, 1902-41
Illinois chapter - house renovation campaign, 1949
Illinois chapter - invitations, 1930
Illinois chapter - mailing list, 1966
Illinois chapter - members at 1960 NIC Convention, 1960
Illinois chapter - membership address book, 1921
Illinois chapter - membership books, 1928, 1939, 1963

Box 37:
Illinois chapter - membership list and letters, 1890's, 1964 (2 folders)
Illinois chapter - membership register, 1891-1940
Illinois chapter - membership, board of trustees of Univ. of Illinois and lettermen
1893-34
Illinois chapter - need for new address book, 1963
Illinois chapter - paddle to Howe from Standard (see O-4)
Illinois chapter - pledge letters, 1968-71
Illinois chapter - rushing, 1964-65
Illinois chapter - rushing booklets, 1938-61
Illinois chapter house photograph, 1927
Indiana chapter, ca. 1954, 1961-65

Box 38:
Indiana chapter - directory, 1962, 1969
Indianapolis alumni chapter, 1941
Iowa chapter, 1968
Journey - pre-initiation program, n.d.
Kansas chapter - The Go Lite, 1962, 1964
Kansas State chapter, 1962
Kansas State chapter - Gamma Chi Alumn Gram, 1963-64
Lafayette chapter, 1970
Lake Forest chapter - Alpha Chi News, 1931-32
Lehigh chapter, 1941
Lehigh chapter - directory, 1941-42
Lehigh chapter - The Iotian, 1931
Man-of-the-Year, Clinton Pierce, Brig. General, 1945
Manuals- grand master, 1983; grand master of ceremonies; grand procurator;
grand scribe; grand treasurer; pledge education; publication; public
relations; rush; scholarship
McCormick, William Grigsby - Photograph, 1934 (see O-2)
Metropolitan New York Chapter - newsletter, 1972
Michigan chapter, 1894, 1934, 1938-40, 1957
Michigan chapter - Alpha Zetalum, 1934
Milliken chapter, 1966
Mississippi chapter, 1930
Missouri chapter, 1962
Missouri chapter - newsletter, 1933
Momentoes, 1898, 1926, 1941
National Headquarters dedication, 1969

Box 39:
National constitutions, bylaws, and codes, 1910, 1929, 1935, 1939, 1942,
1947-69.
National history correspondence of Stewart Howe, 1963-68
National officer correspondence with Howe, 1925, 1928, 1948, 1961-72
Northwestern chapter, 1965, 1969
Occidental chapter, 1963
Ohio State chapter - directory, 1941
Ohio Wesleyan chapter, 1964
Ohio Wesleyan - Signal, 1963, 1966

Box 40:
Oregon Chapter, 1964
Oregon chapter - Twelfth Column, 1964-66, 1970
Pennsylvania State chapter, 1939
Pictoral parade, 1938
Purdue chapter, 1937, 1939, 1955, 1964-65
Purdue chapter - Chi Agitator, 1964-65
Purdue chapter - directory, 1966
Song sheet, "In Kappa Sigma Style," 1955
Southern California Alumni Chapter, 1971
Wabash College chapter, 1956-57
Wabash College chapter - Alpha Pi Pusher, 1934
Washburn chapter - Gamma Nu News, 1965
Washington chapter - Beta Sigma Reporter, 1932
Wisconsin chapter, 1931, 1934
Wisconsin chapter - Badger Kappa Sigma, 1931-34, 1939-41
Chicago chapter
   The Gammabater, 1931

KAPPA TAU ALPHA

Kappa Tau Alpha Newsletter, 1945-50
Press release, n.d.
Ritual, 1953 (see Restricted Ritual file)

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Boston chapter, c. 1968
Brochures, 1939, 1956
California chapter, 1963-65
California - Mu Sings, 1959-69
Clark University chapter, c. 1964
Constitution and Code, 1957
Cross and Crescent clipping, 1966, 1968-72

Box 41:

Denison chapter - Gilxa, 1957-58
DePauw chapter, c. 1965
Historical information, 1932, 1964, 1970-72
Indiana chapter, c. 1965
Indiana chapter - directory, 1961, 1964
Indiana chapter - The Oracle, 1960-65
Lehigh chapter, 1960
Massachusetts Institute of Technology chapter, 1960
Miami chapter, 1961  
Michigan chapter - The Sigman, 1941, 2015  
Michigan chapter - directory, 1949  
Missouri chapter, 1957  
Northwestern chapter, 1959  
Ohio chapter, 1968  
Ohio State chapter, 1958-68  
Ohio State chapter - Gamma Tauros, 1958-59, 1964

Box 42:

Pledge Instructor's Manual, 1933  
President's Manual, 1933  
Public Relations Manual, 1963  
Purdue chapter, c. 1965  
Purdue chapter - The Psi-Tation, 1934, 1963-64  
Standards for Chapter Excellence Program, n.d.  
Syracuse chapter - Chapter Chips, 1971

LAMBDA DELTA SIGMA

History, 1971

LAMBDA NU

Clipping, 1968

MORTAR BOARD

Clippings  
Forum, 1993-94  
Newsletter, 1995

MU PHI EPSILON

Clippings, 1970-71  

MYSTIC SEVEN

Article, 1967

NU SIGMA NU
Clippings, 1967, 1969-70
Ohio State chapter - OSU Nu Sig, 1957-60
Seal, n.d. (see O-4)
Wayne State chapter, 1961, 1967

**OMEGA PSI PHI**

Article, *Ebony*, 1993
*Omega News*, 1:1, 1997

**OMEGA TAU SIGMA**

Ohio State chapter, 1965-69
Ohio State chapter - Golden Gamma, 1961-67

**OMICRON DELTA KAPPA**

History article, 1965
Pittsburg Circle - Founder's Day address, 1962
Robert W. Bishop salute, 1969

**ORDER OF OMEGA**

Constitution and Bylaws, c. 1987
*Omega Trends*, 10:2, 1996

**PHI BETA CHI**

Rambling Rose, 1992-95.

**PHI BETA KAPPA**

Agenda for the Secretaries' Conference in connection with the Eighteenth Triennial Council, 1934
Brown chapter - 100th Anniversary, 1930
Clippings, undated
Illinois chapter - history, 1909
William & Mary chapter - poem, 1950

**PHI BETA PI**

Michigan chapter - The Beta Journal, 1938-39
Box 43:

PHI BETA SIGMA

The Cresent Extra- newsletter, 1990

PHI CHI

National Convention speeches, 1970
Officers' Manual, 1928

PHI DELTA CHI

California - Berkeley chapter, 1962
California - San Francisco chapter, 1963-64, 1968-70
Directory in issue of the Communicator, volume 60, no.1, 1971

PHI DELTA DELTA

Clippings

PHI DELTA GAMMA

Phi Delta Gamma Journal article, 1940

PHI DELTA KAPPA

Illinois chapter - Pi Year Book, 1930
Legislative Newsletter, 1992-1997
Michigan chapter - press release, 1972
PDK Connection, member newsletter, 2006-07
Program Fliers, undated, 1994, 1997
Sinnissippi Chapter, 1977-79

PHI DELTA THETA

Alabama chapter - The Alabama Phi, 1971
Alabama Polytechnic - Letter from Leroy Boyd regarding SAE members who joined Phi Delta Theta in 1881, 1933
Alumni March, 1937
Brochures, 1969, 1994
Butler chapter - directory, 1968
Butler Chapter - Restoring the castle
California chapter, 1941
Central New York Alumni Association, 1964
Chicago chapter - The Maroon Phi, 1931-35
Colgate chapter, 1968

Box 44:

DePauw chapter - The DePauw Phi, 1962-64
Denison chapter - Membership Directory, 1957
Denison chapter - The Denison Phi and The Phiota, 1934, 1953-69
Denison chapter - brochure, 1968
Denison chapter - correspondence and mailings, 1955-65
Drake chapter - Scroll article, 1970
Illinois chapter - Champaign Shout, 1929-36; 1968-72
Illinois chapter - directories, 1939; 1948; 1956
Illinois chapter - historical information, 1969
Illinois chapter - rush brochures, 1952-57
Indiana chapter, 1964
Indiana chapter - directory, 1964
Indiana chapter - The Phi Progress, 1963, 1967
Lafayette chapter, 1940
Lafayette chapter - The Boomerang, 1939
Miami chapter, 1970
Michigan chapter - Sword and Shield, 1934, 1940-41, 1963-64, 1969
Michigan chapter - brochure, 1967
Michigan chapter - Scroll article regarding house fire, 1972
Michigan chapter - directories, 1947, 1952

Box 45:

Missouri chapter, 1940
Missouri chapter - Mo-Alphan Phi, 1964-65
Missouri chapter - brochures, 1940, 1958, 1961
Nebraska chapter - annual newsletter, 1910
Northwestern chapter, 1970
Northwestern chapter - Purple Phi, 1931-35
Ohio State chapter - Ohio Zeta Record, 1950-53
Ohio State chapter - brochures, 1939, 1954
Ohio State chapter - directory, 1946, 1965
Ohio State chapter - roster, c. 1946
Palladium, 41:4, 1936
Palladium Window - newsletter, 1994
Prominent Members - N. A. Armstrong and B. Harrison - First Am Covers, 1970
Purdue chapter, 1939, 1964
Purdue chapter - directory, 1938, 1970
Scroll clippings, 1965, 1967-72
Stanford chapter - The Stanford Phi, 1940
Westminster chapter - Cane and Broom, 1965-66
Wisconsin chapter - The Badger Phi, 1933-34

PHI EPSILON KAPPA

Black and Gold Bulletin, 1964

PHI EPSILON PI

Alumni Association Manual, 1941
Alumni Relations Manual, 1960
Alumni mailings, 1957-59
Foundation, 1969
Northwestern chapter, 1964-65
Pledgemaster's Manual, 1951
Quarterly clippings, 1926

PHI ETA SIGMA

Auburn chapter - address to members, 1967
Brochure - "A Brief Glimpse", 1975
Ceremony of Induction (see Restricted Ritual file), 1975
Constitution and Laws, 1974
Highlands chapter - address to initiates, 1967
History by Fred H. Turner, 1967
"How to Study" pamphlet, 1961
Illinois chapter - Newsletter, 1943-45
Montana State chapter - address to charter members, 1965
Ritual, 1964 (see Restricted Ritual file)

PHI GAMMA DELTA

Archives, convention information, 2016-17
Arizona State chapter - Delta Colony, 1964
Arizona State chapter - rush information, 1970
Arizona State chapter - Sun Tiki, 1988, 1991
Beta Graduate chapter - Indiana state day programs, 2016-17
California chapter, 1956, 1968
California chapter - The Norris Fiji, 1960-64

Box 46:

Case Western chapter - Pot Pourri, 1983
Chicago chapter - The Midway Fijigram, 1947
Chicago Graduate chapter - directory, 1946-47, 1947
Colgate chapter, 1969
Cornell chapter, c. 1954
Cornell chapter - The Kappa Nus, 1939
Columbia University chapter, 1987
Davidson College chapter, 1948-69
DePauw chapter - directory, 1964
Denison chapter, 1956-59, 1966
Denison chapter - directory, 1960
Denison chapter - Lambda Deuteron Fiji, 1954-66
Drake chapter - Delta Anima, 1993
Ekklesia (Biennial Convention), 1936, 1972, 1980-82
Ekklesia (Biennial Convention), 1964

Box 47:

Ekklesia (Biennial Convention), 1984-88
Ekklesia (Biennial Convention), 2006-08
Embry - Riddle chapter, 2013
Foundations, 1995-98
General Motors Institute chapter - Alpha Gamma Fiji, c.1969-71, 1984
Georgia Chapter – Fijiuga Programs 1973, 2018
Georgia Tech chapter - Gamma Tauk, 2001

Giving Day, House Corporation List, etc. 1920s-30s,1967, 2019
Greek Life material – specific orgs. 1980s, undated
Hanover chapter - Tau Tales, 1964
Hanover chapter - history - "Men of Tau", 1964
History, 1948, 1959, 1970
Idaho Chapter – Gem State Fiji 1966-67
Illinois chapter - calendar, 1967
PHI KAPPA

Kansas chapter - letter from William Butler, 1969

PHI KAPPA PHI

DePauw chapter - The Indiana Alphan, 1962
Illinois chapter - directory, 1965
The Phi Kappa Phi Foundation, n.d.

Box 48:

The Phi Kappa Phi Newsletter, 1993, 1998-99

PHI KAPPA PI

History and facts, 1969

PHI KAPPA PSI

The Areopagus, 1995-96
Bowling Green chapter - newsletter, 2012
Brochure, 1969, 1996
California chapter, 1962, 1964
California chapter - Gamma Quarterly, 1939-42
Chicago chapter, 1931
Chicago chapter - Illinois Beta Echo, 1931
Cornell chapter, 1959-60
Cornell chapter - directory, 1942
DePauw chapter - Indiana Alpha, 1961-66
DePauw chapter - centennial program, 1965
DePauw chapter - directory, 1930
Development Program, 1970-71
Fraternity Chapter Finance, 1967
Fraternity Education Program Outline and Resources, n.d.
History and analysis, 1969
Illinois chapter - directory, 1930
Indiana chapter, 1964, 1969
Indiana chapter - brochures, 1964, 1969-70
Kansas chapter, 1961
Lafayette chapter - The Thetan, 1938-39

Box 49:
Michigan chapter - directory, 1950
Michigan chapter - mailings, 1940-42
Michigan chapter - “On Taking the Offensive,” 1942
Missouri chapter, 1942, 1960-61
Missouri chapter - Mo Alpha, 1940-42
Missouri chapter - brochure, 1961
Northwestern chapter, 1938, 1962
Northwestern chapter - Purple Phi Psi, 1931-32, 1938, 1963
Northwestern chapter - brochures, 1959, 1963
Northwestern chapter - clipping, 1969
Northwestern chapter - directory, 1959
Ohio State chapter, 1942, 1955-58, 1963
Ohio State chapter - Buckeye Phi Psi, 1934-40, 1950-67
Ohio State chapter - directory, 1958
Ohio Wesleyan chapter - The Ohio Alphan, 1936, 1939-40, 1945
Pennsylvania State chapter - Pennsylvanian Lambdan, 1935-39
Pre-initiation Program Outline and Resources, n.d.
Purdue chapter - Indiana Deltan, 1933-42, 1951-53, 1963-65
Purdue chapter - charter ballots and correspondence, 1901, 1970
Purdue chapter - directory, 1960
Rush brochures, 1955-66
The Sentry - risk management newsletter, 1997-98

Box 50:
Southern California chapter - Cal Deltan, 1939
Southern California chapter - Saga of a Chapter House, 1963
Stanford chapter - Hill Topics, 1941-42
Washington chapter, 1962
Washington chapter - Washington Alpha, 1936
West Virginia chapter, 1968
Westminster chapter, 1959-60
Wisconsin chapter - The Wisconsin Phi Psi, 1932-34

PHI KAPPA SIGMA
California chapter - The Alpha Lamdan, 1958-61
Illinois chapter, c. 1953, 1969
Mailings, 1968-71
Northwestern chapter - Purple Phi Kap, 1932-35, 1961
Northwestern chapter - directory, 1966
Northwestern chapter - history, 1947, 1971
Officers Manual, 1966
Ohio chapter - The Tweed, 1963-64
Ohio State chapter - rushing brochures, c. 1948-50
Oregon chapter - De-Duck-tions, 1964-65
Oregon State chapter - Beta Epics, 1962, 1966
Pennsylvania State chapter, 1939
Purdue chapter - Alphasite, 1934, 1963
Rush booklet, 1937
Seals (see O-4)
Stanford chapter - Alpha Talk, 1941
UCLA chapter, 1939, 1958
West Virginia chapter, 1971

Box 51:

PHI KAPPA TAU

100th Anniversary Brochure, 2006
Booklet, 1948
Brochure, c.1940s
Calendars, 1987, 1988
California chapter - Nu News, 1940-41, 1959-65
Ceremonies and Rituals, 1939 (See Restricted Ritual Files)
College Fraternities, 1951
Foundation Donor Report, 1998-98
Foundation brochure, n.d.
History, 1970
Illinois chapter - brochures, 1952-60
Kansas chapter, 1964
Kansas chapter - Beta Theta Ramblings, c. 1962
Laurel articles, 1969-70
Long Beach State chapter - Beta T'sidelights, 1961
National Convention Program, 1966
Officers Handbook, 1960 Ohio
University Directory, n.d.
Ohio State chapter, 1968
Ohio State chapter - The Laurel, 1971
President's Report, 1966
Purdue chapter - Lambdanite, 1934, 1941, 1963-68
Seal (see O-4)

PHI KAPPA THETA

Alumni Constitution, 1961
Alumni Events, 1995
Brochure, n.d.
Convention packet, 1979
History, 1969-70
Illinois chapter, 1955
The Knight - risk management newsletter, 1995-97
Lehigh chapter, 1948

Box 52:

Ohio chapter, 1948-50, 1967
Ohio State chapter, 1969
Purdue chapter, 1939
Temple articles, 1970, 1972
Tri-State chapter, 1969

PHI LAMBDA CHI

History, 1968

PHI LAMBDA PSI

Wichita chapter - brochure, 1958

PHI MU

Aglaia clippings, 1960-61
California chapter - Phi Mu Bond, 1969-70
Fraternity Insider clippings, 1969
Fraternity Questionnaires, 1965
Foundation FYI,
Indiana chapter - Highlights of Delta Alpha, 1965
Souvenir Program, Centennial Convention, June 1952

PHI MU ALPHA

Illinois Chapter, Illini Sing On!, n.d.

PHI MU DELTA

Bulletin, 1967
Christmas card, n.d.
Directory - clipping from Triangle, n.d.

PHI OMEGA PI

Constitution and bylaws, 1931
Creed, n.d.

PHI RHO SIGMA

Michigan chapter - The Zetan News, 1965

PHI SIGMA DELTA

History, 1969

PHI SIGMA EPSILON

History, 1966
Manuals

PHI SIGMA IOTA

Constitution and Directory, 1922

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

California chapter, 1970
Clippings, 1970
Cornell chapter - directory, 1967
Creed, c. 1965 (Box O-2)
Donor News, 1994
Indiana chapter - The Phi Sigma, 1961
Legacy,
Lehigh chapter, 1939
Lehigh chapter - Nu News, 1939-40
Memo from Grand President, 1995

Box 53:
Northwestern chapter, 1968, 1972
Ohio State chapter, 1951, 1959, 1964
Ohio State chapter - Pi Deuteron Data, 1963
Oregon chapter - Psi Deuteron News, 1966
Oregon State chapter - The Mist, 1965
Phi Sig Volunteer, 1995
Purdue chapter - The Uniter, 1963
Risk Awareness, 1995
Risk Patrol (Risk Management Newsletter), 1992
Seals (see O-4)
West Virginia chapter, 1971

PHI SIGMA SIGMA
Today’s Vision, 2001

PHI TAU ALPHA
Alumni Directory, 1956

PI BETA PHI
Arrow articles, 1960-61, 1966-68
Clipping, 1971
Foundation News, 1992-95
History, 1939
Historical - Holt House at Monmouth, Illinois, 1948
Historical - The Real Calvin Coolidge #17: Grace Coolidge, 2002
Illinois chapter, 1945, 1956
Ohio State chapter - Ohio Beta Arrow, 1934-42
Oregon chapter, 1964-65
Oregon chapter - Oregon Alpha Arrow, 1964-65
Pledge Trivia Sheet, 1948
Purdue chapter - Tiny Arrow, 1946
“Shine Through” Fundraising Campaign, c. 2018-2019
Wisconsin chapter, 1937
Wisconsin chapter - Tips from the Arrow, 1935-42

PI DELTA EPSILON

Awards and competitions, 1949-51
Brochures, 1959, 1969
Handbook, 1950
Historical information, 1924

PI GAMMA MU

Newsletter, 1980-95

Box 54:

PI KAPPA ALPHA

Bowling Green chapter - directory, 1959
Calendar, 1969
California chapter, 1962, 1968
California chapter - Alpha Sigma News, 1959, 1962-65
Centennial material, 1968
"Chapter Involvement," n.d.
Cornell chapter, 1961, 1964
Cornell chapter - Beta Theta Data, 1963
District Convention, 1968
Horizons, 1992-94
Howe correspondence, 1966
Illinois chapter, 1940, 1952-64, 1968-69, 1992
Michigan chapter - Beta Tau Pika, 1933
Northwestern chapter, 1972
Ohio State chapter - Capital Funds Program, 1966-69

Box 55:

Ohio State chapter - Fund-Raising Letters, 1955-67
Ohio State chapter - alumni literature, 1953-69
Ohio State chapter - brochures, 1957, 1959
Ohio State chapter - directory, 1956, 1960
Oregon chapter - Phi Phi Flash, 1965
Oregon State chapter, 1965-66
Preserving Yesterday for tomorrow, n.d.
Press release, 1970
Purdue chapter, 1964
Purdue chapter - Beta Phi Candlelight, 1934, 1963-66
Purdue chapter - directory, 1964
Quotes from famous Pi Kappa Alpha's, 1987
Shield and Diamond articles, 1964, 1968-72
Spokane, Washington, Alumni Chapter, 1966
Weekend Report, 1970
Workshop, 1965

Box 56:

PI KAPPA PHI

Annual Report to members, 1968
Gold Book: Chapter Manual, 1950
Illinois chapter, c. 1957
Illinois chapter - directory, 1965
Illinois chapter - Upsilon Ups, 1940-42, 1946-47, 1952
Oregon State chapter - Alpha Zeta News, 1966
Purdue chapter - Omegalite, 1963-65 PUSH
America invitation, n.d.
Seals (see O-4), n.d.
Star and Lamp articles, 1968

PI LAMBDA PHI

Big Pi News, 2000
History, 1967, 1969
Illinois chapter, 1950, 1956, c. 1970s
Interchapter Notes - newsletter, 1992-94
The Paragon - newsletter, 1995-2001

PSI CHI

Newsletter, 1995
PSI OMEGA

Constitution, 1917

PSI UPSILON

Alumni Association, 1957, 1969
Archon's Edge newsletter, 1993
California chapter, 1959-61
California chapter - Epsilon Diamond, 1959-65
Chicago Alumni Chapter - directory, 1940
Chicago chapter - The Omega, 1949, 1953

Box 57:

Foundation, c. 1954
Illinois chapter - directory, 1960
Kenyon chapter, 1941
Kenyon chapter - Iota Owl, 1939-42
McGill chapter - Diamond article, 1970
Michigan chapter - directory, 1955, 1965
Michigan chapter - Phi Digest, 1937-38
Michigan chapter - Owl, 1955-65
Michigan State chapter, 1959
Michigan State chapter - Epsilon Nu Scroll, 1968
National, 1964
New address, 1994 - “New Directions, Our Future”, 1995
"Review of Psi Upsilon" - newsletter, 1994
Risky Business (Risk Management Newsletter), 1992-93, 1995-97
Trinity chapter, 1885-91
Wisconsin chapter, 1955, 1969
Wisconsin chapter - directory, 1955
Wisconsin chapter - Rho Owl, 1956-57, 1969

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
153rd Anniversary Convention, 2009
Alabama chapter - directory, 1971
Alabama chapter - SAE Today, 1971
Annual Report, 1970

Box 58:
Bowling Green chapter, 1951, 1956-61
Bowling Green chapter - The O.K. Bob, 1951, 1958-61
Bowling Green chapter - Five Brothers Fraternity, Inc. - fund raising notebooks of
  Stewart Howe Alumni Association, 1957-61 (2 folders)
Brochures, c. 1950, 1956
Brochure - Alcohol Awareness, 1979
California chapter, 1960-61, 1964
California chapter - Cal Beta Press, 1939-41; 1959-65
California chapter - pledge manual, 1962
California chapter - brochures, 1964-65
Centennial Broadcast, 1956

Box 59:
Chapter Advisor's Manual, 1966
Chaters of Freedom, 1955
Chicago chapter - The Dummy Lion, 1932
Christmas card, 1969
Colorado Mines, 1970
Conventions, 1939, 1955-56, 1965
Denison chapter, 1957-59, 1961
Denison chapter - directory, 1956-59
Denison chapter - Ohio Mu Lion, 1954-60, 1963
Franklin chapter - The Lion's Tale, 1966-67
Fraternity House Handbook, 1947
Historical information, 1945, 1967-69
Illinois chapter, 1938, 1957
Illinois chapter - 211 Campaign material, 1987, 1990
Indiana chapter - Indiana Gram, 1960-65
Indiana chapter - brochure, n.d.
Indiana chapter - directory, 1963
Kansas chapter - Jayhawk Essay-E, 1965
Leadership School Manual, 1941
Box 60:

Levere Memorial Foundation, 1971
Levere Temple, 1940, 1965
Levere biography, 1968
Library, 1965
Michigan chapter - photograph, c. 1968
Michigan State chapter - The Mich-E-Gamma, 1935
Minerva’s Shield risk management guide, 2004
Missouri chapter - Lion's Lore, 1940-41, 1958-61
Missouri chapter - Sig Ep at Mizzou, 1961
Missouri chapter - brochure, 1940-41
Missouri chapter - House fire, 1965
Nebraska chapter, n.d.
Northwestern chapter - Psi Omegaphone, 1932-33, 1937-43
Northwestern chapter - brochure, 1957
Northwestern chapter - mailings, 1937, 1971
Ohio State chapter - Lion's Roar, 1957
Ohio State chapter - Ohio Thetabloid, 1942
Ohio State chapter - Phi Alpha Juice, 1951-52
Oregon chapter - Lion's Tale, 1964-66
Oregon State chapter, 1964
Oregon State chapter - Oregon Alpha News, 1965-66
Petition, 1967
Pittsburgh chapter - Pitt Sig, 1941-42
Pledge Trainers' Manual, 1963
Province Alpha Annual - regional newsletter, 1898-99
Province Gamma News - regional newsletter, 1933
Purdue chapter - Lion's Tale, 1948-52, 1957-59, 1964
Purdue chapter - brochures and mailings, 1955, 1971-72
Purdue chapter - directory, 1955
Record articles, 1962, 1966, 1970-72
SAE at Risk (Risk Management Newsletter), 1992-1993
San Jose State chapter - Cal Zeta News, 1965-69
San Jose State chapter - booklet, 1967
Stanford chapter - De Votie's Dog Barks, 1941-42
Syllabus newsletter, 1992
Thresholds, 1992, 1994
Zero, Nero, and Hero, 1941

Box 61:

SIGMA ALPHA IOTA

American Music Awards booklet, 1950
Brochures, 1966
Conference on Contemporary Music Program, 1972
"So Near, So Dear" - Song Sheet, 1951

SIGMA ALPHA MU

History, 1972
Illinois chapter - booklet, 1962
Illinois chapter - directory, 1967
Illinois chapter - Rho chapter, 1923
Michigan chapter - Alumni Directory, 1963
Michigan chapter - Alumni Newsletter, 1965-66
Model Candidate Education Program, undated
Octagonian articles, 1966, 1970
Ohio State chapter - Winter Weekend Program, 1968
Ohio State chapter - newsletter, 1966-68

SIGMA CHI

Alumni Manual and Brochures, 1980
Chapters, Brochures
University of California, 1939-1942, c. 1964-1968
California, Various: San Jose State, brochures, n.d.
        UCLA, brochure, 1938
University of Cincinnati, newsletter, 1940
Colorado State University, brochure, 1969
Denison University, 1968-1969
Emory University, Beta Chi Banner, 1971
Georgia chapters - Ralph McGill farewell dinner, newsclipping, n.d.
University of Illinois, brochures, 1941-1970?

Box 62:
University of Illinois, Directories, 1938-1942
Indiana University, Lamda Life, 1939-1940
Lafayette College, newsclipping on initiation of Asian student, 1966
Miami University, 1971
University of Michigan, 1936-1942, 1966
Missouri University, 1940-1941
Northwestern University, The Omega Sig, 1930-1935, 1965
Northwestern University, Time for Dessert: Remember the Salad?, Reminiscences, 1964
Northwestern University, brochures, n.d.
Ohio State, brochures and newsletters, 1934, 1946, 1959-1972
Ohio University, brochures, 1949 and undated
Ohio Wesleyan, brochures and correspondence, 1951, 1962, 1967
University of Oregon, The Oregon Sig, 1964-1966
Penn State, Nittany Lion Sig, 1938-1939
Purdue, brochures, directories, and newsletters, 1934-1961

Box 63:
Stanford University, The Stanford Sig, 1941-1942 and article, 1965
Washington University, The Tau Tau Sig, 1937-1942
Westminster College, Delta Tau News, 1961
University of Wisconsin, The Wisconsin Sig, 1939, 1942, and brochures, 1959, 1963
Correspondence and News releases (headquarter’s), 1967-1971
Fraternity Audit Reports, 1984-1988
Foundation Audit Reports, 1983-1988 (2 folders)
"Foundation Focus" - newsletter, 1993-96

Box 64:
New Headquarters, Evanston, IL, c. 1951
Headquarters Dedication, Evanston IL, 1966
Headquarters, dues and giving memos, 1985
Manuals
News-makers Handbook, 1985
Placement Brochure, 1959
Pledge-training and ritual, resolution and policy, 1977, 1985
Report, 1983-1984
The Sig Leader newsletter and Sig House newsletter, 1992-93, 1999
Standard Operating Procedures, 1997-98
Who's Who in Sigma Chi, brochure, 1942

SIGMA DELTA CHI

Chicago chapter - Headline Club, 1961-72
Foundation, 1968
Fraternity Month articles, 1969
National Convention - programs and booklets, 1923
New York chapter - Deadline Club directory, 1959-60

Box 65:

SIGMA DELTA TAU

Illinois chapter - The Kappan Chronicle, 1993
Sisterhood Development Training Guide, 1993
Torch article, 1960

SIGMA GAMMA CHI

History, 1969

SIGMA GAMMA RHO

Board and Chapter Directory, Aurora Supplement, 1996-97
Grand Basileus candidate's brochure, 1971
Illinois chapter - Alumni Association Letter, c. 1994

SIGMA IOTA EPSILON

Manager's Key, 1957

SIGMA KAPPA

Alumnae Chapter Starter Kit, 1995
Annual Report, 1994-95
Brochure, ca. 1990s
Cal State Fullerton chapter - chapter house fund recruitment, c. 1988
Cal State Fullerton chapter - pledge tests, 1991
Cal State Fullerton chapter - Sigma Kappa Connections, 1994-95
District II Alumnae National Officers, 1994-95
Foundation-gram, 1992
Graduating Senior Information Booklet, 1994
Historical information - articles, 1965-71
Illinois chapter - membership directory, 1995
Illinois chapter - Trianglette, 1996
Illinois Wesleyan chapter - Eta Entertainer, 1996
Indiana chapter - Tau Topics, 1965
LaVerne chapter - The Violet Post, 1995
One-hundredth anniversary, 1974
Scholarship forms, 1996
Sigma Kappa Savvy (national headquarters newsletter), 1995-96
Sigma Solutions - risk management, 1997
Triangle articles, 1960-69

SIGMA MU SIGMA

Ritual, 1930 (See Restricted Ritual File)
Roster of Members, 1969

SIGMA NU

Book of Ideas, 1940
Butler chapter - directory, 1967
California chapter, 1939-42, 1959-69
California chapter - Cal White Star, 1959-62
California chapter (Berkeley) - Sigma Nus, 1939-42
California chapter (Los Angelos) - Alpha Delta Tau petition, 1930
Centennial - Delta clipping, 1969
Colgate chapter, 1968
College of Chapters, 1965

Box 66:

Cornell chapter, n.d.
DePauw chapter, 1966
DePauw chapter - The Serpent, 1963
Delaware Valley Alumni, 1967
Detroit Alumni Club, 1949
Detroit Alumni Club - directory, 1950
Illinois chapter - Gamma Mu News, 1934-47
Indiana chapter - diamond anniversary, 1967
Indiana chapter - Indianapolis News clippings, 1964
Indiana chapter - Sigma Nu Limelight, 1935
Indiana chapter - The While Star, 1963-67
Kansas chapter, 1964-66
Kansas chapter - Sigma Nu Gazette, 1964
Kansas State chapter - Beta Kaptions, 1963
Kansas State chapter - directory, 1963
Law, c. 1959
Miami (Ohio) chapter, c. 1964
Miami (Ohio) chapter - directory, 1964
Miami (Ohio) chapter - The Serpent, 1952, 1963-68
Michigan chapter - The Sigma News, 1938-41
Michigan chapter - The Gamma Nus, 1963-64
Missouri chapter, 1958
Missouri chapter - The Sigma News, 1940-41

Box 67:

National Grand Chapter - Delta article, 1960
Northwestern chapter - Gamma Beta News, 1930-36, 1939-43
News article, n.d.
Ohio State chapter - brochure, c. 1960
Oregon chapter - Gamma Zeta Nus, 1964
Oregon chapter - directory, 1966
Oregon State chapter - 50th anniversary, 1967
Pledge Education Manual, 1964
Promotional brochure, 1939
Purdue chapter, 1939-40
Purdue chapter - The Serpent, 1933-42, 1952-53, 1965
Rose Polytechnic chapter - The Knight, 1965
Rushing and pledging, n.d.
Stanford chapter - Hilltop Nus, 1940-42
Syracuse chapter - Gamma Psi Reporter, 1963
Texas chapter - Fraternity Month article, 1956
Virginia chapter - Heller evaluation, 1960
Way of Honor - pledge book, c. 1959
Wisconsin chapter - Gamma Lambda Bulletin, 1935-38

SIGMA PHI

History, 1970
Michigan chapter, 1933-36, 1941
Wisconsin chapter, 1934, 1941

SIGMA PHI DELTA

Illinois chapter - Delta Dispatch, 1970

Box 68:

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

The Balanced Man, undated
Building Balanced Leaders for the World’s Communities, c. 2002
California chapter, 1961, 1964-65
Illinois chapter, bylaws of alumni assoc, c. 1971
Illinois chapter, directory, 1970
Illinois chapter - Newsletter, 1974
Indiana chapter - Heart-to-Heart (Alumni Newsletter), 1962
Indiana chapter - Scholarship Fund Procedure, n.d.
Journal articles, c. 1966
Kansas chapter, 1964
Michigan chapter, 1964-1965
Michigan chapter - directory, 1963
Missouri chapter, 1961-62
National, 1967-68
Ohio State chapter - 1939, 1964-65
Ohio State chapter - Sig Episodes, 1963-64
Ohio Wesleyan chapter, 1961-65, 1969-70
Oregon chapter - Heartbeat, 1965
Perspective (newsletter), 1992, 1999
Purdue chapter, 1963
Wisconsin chapter, 1965
SIGMA PI

Balance (Risk Management Newsletter), 1992-93
Chapter and colony directory, 1972
Cornell chapter - The Muse, 1937-43
Emerald articles, 1960, 1967-71
Fraternity Insider articles, 1967
Geographical directory, 1967

Box 69:

Illinois chapter - directory, 1948, 1955
Illinois chapter - rush brochures, 1952-60
Indiana chapter - Beta Bits, 1934, 1964-65
Indiana chapter - brochures, 1952-60
Lehigh chapter, 1939
Ohio State chapter, 1957, 1960-61, 1967-68
Oregon State chapter - Omegaphone, 1965
Purdue chapter, n.d.
Purdue chapter - Eta Data, 1934-35
Purdue chapter - brochures, 1964-65
Sigma Pi Challenge '83 - chapter officer booklet, 1983

SIGMA PI SIGMA

Information booklet, 1963

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA

Illinois Chapter, Clippings, 1960-61
Illinois Chapter, Programs, 1957-59
National Insignia, n.d.

SIGMA TAU

Illinois chapter - banquet program, 1969
SIGMA TAU GAMMA

Ball State chapter - Sig Talk, 1964
Calendar, 1997-98
Clippings, 1971
Fliers, 1992-95
Guide to Chapter Management, n.d.
Headquarter Headlines and chapter standards ranking list, 1980
Headquarters Headlines, 1992-2001

Box 70:
Illinois chapter - rush information, n.d.
Northeast Missouri State chapter - Beta Alumni Newsletter, 1969
Northeast Missouri State chapter - directory, 1966, 1969
Saga clippings, 1965, 1975

SIGMA XI


SPHINX

Pennsylvania chapter, 1971

SYMPOSIARCHS OF AMERICA

Beta Theta Pi Journal article, 1968
Directory, 1966

TAU DELTA PHI

Brochure, 1952
Illinois chapter - brochures, 1955-56
Illinois chapter - directory, 1968
Pledge Manual, undated (see also Publications)

TAU EPSILON PHI

Convention programs, 1963, 1965
Plume - rushing issue, 1963
Seal (see O-4)
Syracuse chapter, 1965
TEP Leader - newsletter, 1994-96

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

Albion chapter - directory, 1966
Albion chapter - history, 1966
Alumni Programs, 1965-66
Annual Report, 1999
Athens chapter - petition, 1968
Beloit chapter, 1967
Bethel chapter - petition, 1969
Biennial Conclave Program, 1965
Board of Trustees manual, 1976
Bradley chapter - brochure, n.d.
California chapter - Nu News, 1959-70
Carroll chapter - The Bond, 1969
Chapter Management, 1967

Box 71:

Grand Conclave - Program, 1957
Cornell chapter - Antares, 1964
Corpus Christi chapter - petition, 1969
Correspondence - Executive Secretary Bruce B. Melchert, 1962-64
Decals - insignia and "TKE", n.d.
Educational Foundation, c. 1966, 2000
Field Supervisors, 1959, 1966
Floats and decorations, 1966
Florida State chapter - petition, 1967
Georgia Tech chapter, 1966
Grand Chapter Report - newsletter, 1986-87
Grand Council agenda and reports, 1966-67
History Officer's Kit, c. 1963
Hofstra chapter - petition, 1969
Housing Manual, n.d.

Box 72:

Illinois chapter - Gamma Gazette, 1965
Illinois chapter - directory, 1969
Illinois chapter - mailings, 1968-69
Iowa State chapter, 1963-64
Iowa chapter - petition, 1967
Kansas chapter, 1963-65
Kansas chapter - Jay Hawk Teke, 1965
Kansas State chapter, 1968
Leadership and Chapter Management Workbook, 1967
Lowell Tech chapter, 1968
Madison chapter - petition, 1969
Membership Development Program, n.d.
Membership Structure Task Force Update, 1989
Michigan chapter - Omega Omen, 1963
Midwestern chapter - petition, 1968
Minnesota chapter, 1923
Missouri - Kansas City chapter, 1961
Missouri chapter, 1961
Monmouth chapter - petition, 1928
Morehead State chapter, 1969
New Haven chapter - petition, 1968
New York graduate chapter, 1944
Newsletters, 1993
Northeastern chapter - petition, 1968
Officers calendar, 1967, 1969

Box 73:
Ohio State chapter, n.d.
Ohio Wesleyan chapter, 1965-66
Oregon chapter, 1964
Pamphlets, 1967-69
Pennsylvania State chapter, 1936
Pennsylvania State chapter - Pi Piper, 1937
Pledge Manual - “The Hegemon”, 1966
Pledge Workbook, n.d.
Public Relations Manual, 1965
Public Service, 1966; 1968
Purdue chapter, 1960, 1962-63, 1966
Purdue chapter - AZ-TEK, 1963, 1966
Rushing, 1942, 1955, c. 1965
Seal - image of house, n.d. (see O-4)
Southampton chapter - petition, 1969
Teke articles, 1965-72 Teke
Foundation, n.d.
Wisconsin State - Platteville chapter - petition, 1969

THETA CHI
Best of the Best - leadership and education newsletter, 1997-98
Brochure - Facts about Theta Chi Fraternity, c. 1950
California chapter - Mu News, 1941, 1965-68
College Social Customs, 1959
Cornell chapter, 1967
Hazing on Trial DVD, 2005
Headquarters, 1971
Hey Mr. President!, 1999

Box 74:

Indiana chapter - directory, 1964
Indiana chapter - The Baby Rattle, 1963
In the Loop - Greek affairs newsletter, 1997-98.
Kansas chapter, 1964
Michigan chapter, 1969
Michigan chapter - Alpha Gammazette, 1964
National, 1970
Newsletter, Theta Chi Scholar, 2000
Ohio State chapter - The Link, 1949-53, 1958-66
Ohio State chapter - mailings, 1949, 1958-59, 1964
Ohio chapter, 1965-66
Ohio chapter - directory, 1965
Oregon chapter, 1968
Purdue chapter, 1939-40
Purdue chapter - The Boilermaker, 1934, 1964
Purdue chapter - directory, 1939, 1949, 1960
Rattle articles, 1969
Theta Chi Today, c. 1997
Wisconsin chapter, 1931, 1969

THETA DELTA CHI

California chapter - brochure, 1967
Educational Foundation, 1991
Illinois chapter - Alumni News, 1995
Illinois chapter - directory, 1958
Lehigh chapter, 1940-41
Lehigh chapter - The Nu Delt bulletin, 1940
Michigan chapter, 1940
Northwestern chapter, c. 1969
Rochester chapter, 1970
Shield article, 1965
THETA KAPPA PHI

Lehigh chapter, 1948

THETA KAPPA PSI

Newsletter, 1972

THETA NU EPSILON

New York chapter - Initiation certificates - Thomas Woodruff, Channing Cornish, Joseph Graff, 1912

THETA PHI ALPHA

Directory, 1935
Songbook, 1944

THETA SIGMA PHI

Annual meeting, 1967
Annual Report, 1966-67
Constitution, 1956
Newsletter, 1969
Seminar program, 1968

THETA XI

Advisor's Guide, 1965
Ball State chapter, 1965
Expansion, 1967
Foundation Forum, 2010
Franklin Forum, 1994, 1996
Headquarters, 1964

Box 75:

History, 1965, 1970
Illinois chapter - The A.B.C. News, 1932
Illinois chapter - brochures, 1956, 1961-63
Illinois chapter - directory, 1941, 1961
Illinois chapter - mailing, 1930
Leadership School, 1963
Mailings, 1993
Massachusetts Institute of Technology chapter - historical sketch, 1971
Michigan chapter - directory, 1953
Michigan chapter - Theta Xi at Michigan, 1972
Public Relations Guide, 1965
Purdue chapter, 1962
Purdue chapter - Theta Notes, 1934, 1963
Recruitment Record, 1996
Risky Times, 1997-98
Rose Polytechnic chapter - Kappa Kaptions, 1965
Unicorn articles, 1965; 1969-72

TRIANGLE

Accounting Manual, 1974-75
Brochure, ca. 1962
History, 1967
Housing Manual, 1965
Illinois chapter - Newsletter, 1962
Illinois chapter - brochure, ca. 1965
Illinois chapter- Reunion Presentation “Students at Illinois-Year 2000”
Michigan chapter - Michigander, 1959-64
Michigan chapter - directory, 1962
Purdue chapter - brochure, 1963
Triangle Review articles, 1969-72

Box 76:
Wisconsin chapter - brochure, 1966-67; 1970

WRANGLER

Files
Northwestern fraternity - Wrangler Wildcat, 1932-35

XI PSI PHI

Clipping, 1970

ZETA BETA TAU

Brochures, 1940, 1968
Cornell chapter, 1965
Cornell chapter, Edgecliff News, 1965
Cornell chapter, The Deltan, 2000
Executive Secretary Barry Siegel, 1968-71
Headquarter Relocation Announcement, 1995
History and clippings, 1962-66, 1969-72
Illinois chapter, 1964, 1994
Indiana chapter, 1965
Indiana chapter - Beta Gammagram, 1963, 1965
Michigan chapter - directory, 1954
Michigan chapter - News and Notes Brief, 1970
Michigan chapter - Punch of Phi, 1955
Morris Harvey College chapter, 1970
Ohio State chapter - seal - 50th anniversary, 1961 (see O-4)
Ohio State - Nu News, 1969
Ohio State chapter - rush brochures, 1961, 1964-66
Ohio State chapter - rush materials, 1959-70 (2 folders)

Box 77:
Ohio State chapter - Leo Yassenoff and Jewish Center of Columbus, 1948-51, 1969
Oklahoma chapter, 1969
Pennsylvania chapter, 1923
Scholarships, 1970
Seal - insignia, n.d. (see O-4)
Southern Regional Newsletter, 1972

ZETA PHI BETA

Illinois chapter - 75th Anniversary flier, 1995

ZETA PSI

Addenda to the Catalogue, 1874
Brochures, n.d.
Cornell chapter - directory, 1969
Correspondence, 1957, 1963
Directory (typescript), 1950-51
Illinois chapter - Petition to the Zeta Psi Fraternity from the Comus Club, c. 1904
Michigan chapter - directory, 1949
Newsletter, 1992
Northwestern chapter - brochure, 1964
Ritual, c. 1969 (See Restricted Ritual Files)
Stanford chapter, 1971
Wisconsin chapter - The Lambda Psi News, 1931
Zete Update, 1992

ZETA TAU ALPHA

Clippings, 1956, 1967, 1971
Illinois Chapter - Zeta Tau Alpha Objection to Historic Landmark Status for Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority House, 2013
Ladies First, 1966
Pledge Manual, 1967
Sexual Assault Program, c. 1989

Box 78:

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

Brochures, 1991, 2005-06
California-Berkeley chapter, History (2 copies), 1890-1990
Chapter newsletters, 1979, 1984-85
Convention Program, 1970
Foundation Publications, 1985, undated
Theta Star, no date

PHI GAMMA DELTA

Alcohol Self Awareness Program (ASAP), undated
Allegheny College composite photo, 1997
Amherst College chapter, 1960
Arizona chapter - Fiji Campanilla, 1966
Arkansas chapter - Razorback Fiji, 1982-88
Article clippings, 1936-1968
Auburn University chapter, ca. 1961
“Centennial Welcome” audiocassette, undated
Colorado School of Mines chapter, 1984-87
DePauw University chapter - Tiger Fiji, 1984
Ekklesia programs, 1986, 1996
Ekklesia knit hat, 134th in Toronto, 1982
“Founded on Values” and “Rush vs. Recruitment” videocassette, 1998
Frank Norris Pig Dinners, 1992-2015
Gettysburg College chapter, 1977
Illinois Wesleyan chapter, 1940, 1962-64
Indiana chapter, 1910, 1964
Indiana chapter - new house, ca. 2016
Indiana chapter - Hoosier Fiji, 1961-63
Indiana State chapter - Gratiji, The Iota Sigma, and the Sycamore Fiji, 1977-2016
Iowa chapter - Fiji Iowan, 1980-82, 1992
Iowa State chapter - The Brainstorm, 1962, 1978
Iowa State chapter - house photograph, undated
Kansas chapter - directory, 1949
Kent State University chapter, 1949
Kent State University - “The Early Years,” 2007
Kentucky chapter - installation banquet, 1994
Knox College - G.D. Fiji, 1983
Lafayette chapter, 1959-1973
Lafayette chapter - Fiji Grapevine, 1958-1970
Lafayette chapter - The Marquis Fiji, 1958-84
Lawrence chapter - Viking Fiji, 1968
Lehigh chapter - BC Fiji, 1997
Maine chapter - history, 1981-82

Box 80:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology chapter - Iota Muse, 1996
Michigan chapter, 1939-41
Michigan chapter - directory, 1949, 1954
Michigan State - Spartan Fiji, 1969
Minnesota chapter - Highlights: 75 Golden Years, 1965
Missouri-Columbia chapter - Fiji Missourian, 1964-81
National Capitol Area Graduate chapter - membership directory, 1991
Nebraska chapter, ca. 1966, 1997
Nebraska chapter - invitations, newsletters, 1997-2002
Nebraska chapter - Lambda Nues (parent newsletter), 1997-98
Nebraska chapter - rush information, 1963, 1996-99
New officer materials, ca. 1978
Northwestern chapter, 1969-71
Northwester chapter - The Quill, 1931-35, 1962
Ohio State chapter - The Buckeye Fiji, 1934-1965
Ohio State chapter - directory, 1964

Box 81:

Ohio State chapter, 1906-85
Ohio University chapter, 1982
Ohio Wesleyan postcard, 1926
Oregon State University - Beaver Fiji, 1967-95
Oregon State University chapter, 1963-2004
Pennsylvania chapter - Wiji Fiji, 1958
Pennsylvania State University chapter - Nittany Fiji, 1983
Promotional and publications, 1930-2023
Purdue chapter, 1970
Purdue chapter - Boilermaker Fiji, 1934, 1962-63
Purdue chapter - brochure, 1939
Purdue chapter - directory, 1950; 1953
Rensselaer chapter - Tau Nu’s, 1987
Ritual (See Restricted Ritual File), 1965

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (formerly Rose Polytechnic Institute) Rose Fiji, 2018-19
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology chapter, 2008-22
Rutgers chapter, 1967-68
Seal
Sheet music, 1897
Southwest Texas State Chapter, 1992
Speech - Archon President Stanley T. Wallbank, 1959
Stanford chapter - Quad Fiji, 1941

Box 82:

Student budget, 1951-52
Syracuse chapter - Orange Fiji, 2003
Tell Me Something I Don’t Know Guide and DVD, 2003
Tennessee Technological University chapter, 1987-88
Toronto Mapleleaflet, 1962, 1989
UCLA dance photos, 1956-57
UCLA graduate chapter - directory, 1960
Vermont NIC report, 1966
Vermont - Green Mountain Skiji, 1969
Virginia chapter - Cavalier Phi Gam, 1971
Wabash chapter - Little Giant Fiji, 1980
Washington & Jefferson College chapter, 1971
Washington chapter - Husky Fiji, 1979-93
West Virginia chapter - Delta Colony, 1973
Wisconsin chapter, 1934-47
Wisconsin chapter - Mu News, 1934
Wittenberg chapter - directory, 1939
Wittenberg chapter - Sig Figi, 1939
Xi graduate chapter - bylaws, 1960

Box 83 (oversized):

PHI GAMMA DELTA

Arkansas composite photo, 1985-86
Bucknell University composite photo, 1978, 1985
Cornell University composite photo, 1980, 1985
DePauw University composite photo, 2013-14
Hampden-Sydney College composite photo, 1987-88, 1994-95
Iowa composite photo, 1993-95
Maryland composite photo, 1992-95
Montevallo composite photo, 2017-18
Nova Southeastern composite photo, 2018-19
Rose-Hulman Institute of Tecnology composite photo, 2017-19, 2021-22
Syracuse University composite photo, 1985
Texas composite photo, 1980
Union College composite photo, 1993-94
Wabash composite photo, 1985
Wisconsin composite photo, 1975, 1979-88, 1992-93
VHS tapes
  Tell Me Something I Don’t Know, undated
  Founded on Values; Rush vs. Recruitment, 1998